
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They _________________ Myrtle's going if they ________.1.
(not/help) (try)

could not help tried

As far as her fortune was concerned, if she ________ him she
_____________ it to the poor.
2.

(love) (give)
loved

could give

If I _______ you I __________ no time.3. (be) (lose)were 'd lose

If his memory _________ it was hundreds of years ago-three, five-he
_____________________ how many, but hundreds.
4.

(serve) (not/remember)
served

could not remember

I ___________ myself if I _______ a few years younger, and I will go so
soon as the track is cut.
5.

(go) (be)
would go were

But if he ______ the truth, it ___________ well for him and for everybody.6.
(see) (be)

saw would be

There was now no reason, that she ____________, why she should not
marry him-if the worst _______ to the worst.
7.

(see) (come)
could see

came

I _____________ this time, if it ___________ so bitter, bitter cold; but I
wish you two fellows were safe on shore.
8.

(not/die) (not/be)
'd not die were not

If I ______ my way, I _____________ you.9. (have) (smother)had 'd smother

Moreover, he threatened that if the blinded girl ____________ to refuse to
enter the convent and yield up the child, he _________________ his aid from
both.

10.

(continue) (withdraw)

continued
would withdraw

They then set to work, beginning with the most difficult thing, for, if they
_________ in that, it ___________ useless to manufacture the battery and
other accessories.

11.

(fail) (be)
failed would be

But she did not know the man, if she __________ he ____________
himself be treated so lightly.
12.

(think) (let)
thought would let
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But suddenly the thought of what he _____________ if she really
________ to take this young man as her friend in place of him became so
actual, so poignant, so horribly painful, that he got up abruptly and went
towards the door.

13.

(feel) (mean)

would feel
meant

I have often thought it fortunate that the amount of noise in a boy does not
increase in proportion to his size; if it ______, the world
____________________ it.

14.

(do) (not/contain)
did

could not contain

You _________________ how to manage if I _______ it.15.
(not/know) (send)

would not know sent

As for the other class, they have no rights, and the country
____________________ if they ___________.
16.

(passive/relieve) (depart)would be relieved departed

Perhaps if she ________ any small comfort in what he had written this
time, she ___________ satisfied, and feel that nothing more was left to be
said on either side.

17.

(find) (be)

found
would be

If I _______ well, I ______________ one on no account.18. (be) (not/keep)were 'd not keep

_______________________ with her if he _________ to?19.
(he/really/live/?) (want)

Could he really live wanted

If I ______ the universe to choose from, I ___________________ one of
my associates to my better satisfaction.
20.

(have) (not/change)
had could not change
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